
10
DRY

ERASE
SHEETS
PER PAD

3-Hole Punched

Use as a Flip Chart

Adhesive Strip on Each Perforated Sheet

Use any Dry Erase Marker

Dealer, Corporate & OEM Pricing



FOR EASELS
Make your easel a Flip Chart 

& a Dry Erase Board!

Fits most easels 

25" wide by 30" tall 

Header is 3-hole drilled for
  easy mounting on easel.

Write on, Wipe Off

Reusable easel pad 

Saves paper 

Erases cleanly

Lightweight

When used on your easel - you can reuse the page over & over again.  
It saves paper.  It comes with 3-holes drilled in the header to fit
easily onto  your easel.

Flip Chart Use
10 sheets make a great Flip Chart! 

Save time - keep information on sheets 
and modify sheets using dry erase

2 Schools  - Conference Centers  -  Classrooms  -   War Rooms  - 

Be Green Save Paper!



FOR WALLS
Self-Stick Adhesive Backing 

on Each Sheet!

Sheets perforated below header

Sheets have a self-stick strip on
  the back

Adheres to walls, doors and other
  smooth surfaces

Adhesive leaves no residue

Sheets can be cut down to smaller
  size

Convienent and protable

Use the sheets anywhere you would like to have a dry erase board 
without punching holes in the wall.  Use the sheets to surface old boards 
and chalkboards.  Put sheets up around the room for an instant 
conference or brainstorming sessions.  Sheets roll-up for storage 
and portability.

Anyplace there is a flat surface you can 
create, in an instant, a productive and

useful dry erase room.

3-  Meeting Rooms  - Hotels    -  Offices  -  Impromptu Gatherings



Standard Dry Erase Easel Pads: Part Number: DAEP25X30
Packed 2 pads per box.  Minimum order is 1 box.

Order small lots online at ahutton.indoff.com
Keyword: DAEP

Shipping Information:

Priced at $69.90 per boxed set, which is $34.95 per pad (or $3.50 per sheet)
End-User Pricing

One set of two pads in cardboard box weight 7 lbs.

One skid holds 40 sets (80 pads) & weighs approx 280 lbs
Frt cl 55.  Ships from zip 60007 in Illinois.

Frts are net with no discounts

Number of skids To Zip 92879 in CA To Zip 38829 in MI 

1 skid - 80 pads       $118 = $1.48 /pad   $118 = $1.48 /pad 

2 skids -160 pads    $190 = $1.19 /pad   $139 =  $0.87 /pad 

3 skids - 240 pads   $286 = $1.19 /pad   $186 = $0.87 /pad 

For larger runs we can produce a custom size.
We also can supply individual sheets without the
3-ring binding that can be sold individually or
placed in tubes for easy transport.
Call us to brainstorm! We have the dry erase
solution to your needs no matter what it is!

For a very reasonable charge we can add a
professional Cover sheet imprinted with
anything you would like! Call for Details!

Custom Sizes Private Label

7-17-07

 # of pads end user
 2 pads in a box Price

1-10 $34.95
12-50 $22.22

52-100 $21.43
100-250 $20.69
250-498 $20.00
500 - 999 $20.00

1000-1499 $16.67
1500- 2499 $13.85
2500 plus $12.14




